The terms preschool and Head Start suggest that children need group settings where adults give them a jump start for the world of academics and for the behavior that is expected in school. Indeed, the expanding research on brain development suggests that the earliest years are where children get wired for learning everything: physical, language, social, emotional, and cognitive development. Many educators and curriculum developers believe this indicates early childhood programs should move away from play-based activities to a more academic curriculum. Still others resonate with the extensive body of literature describing the value of play in young children's learning, resisting the push-down academic curriculum that adds stress to children's lives and robs them of their right to self-directed play. I believe these different perspectives are tricky waters to navigate and require us to move beyond simplistic either/or thinking.

Children are natural learners, but they need to have their internal, intrinsic motivation to be lifelong learners reinforced. You see their eagerness to learn beginning in infancy. But in today’s media-driven, pressure cooker world, children don’t always know how to engage in the complex play that leads to deeper learning. They often need adult intervention to help them move from simplistic, repetitive play to explorations and dramas that will give them the foundational learning for success in school and life. As children become preschoolers, teachers can support their development of useful dispositions and positive approaches to learning, while embedding literacy, math, and science learning in their everyday play activities. All of this happens best in the context of trusting, respectful relationships, where children come to see themselves as lovable and able learners. Initial academic experiences should fill children with joy and an excitement about learning, not dread, stress, or boredom.

As I guide teachers toward clearer understandings of addressing academic learning in the context of supporting meaningful play experiences, here are some key concepts I try to get across:

- **Focus on intellectual development, not just standards.**

Lilian Katz (2008a, 2008b) makes a helpful distinction between academic learning and intellectual development. She reminds us that academic lessons are often focused on discrete bits of information taken out of context and often taught with an emphasis on memorization or reciting the correct answer. Intellectual development, on the other hand, focuses on “the life of the mind in its fullest sense.” This includes everything from aesthetic and moral sensibilities to the exploration of ideas and the skills of reasoning and inquiry. Academic information is important at some point in the learning process, of course, but we want to encourage young children to be active learners, not just passive receivers of information. This requires that we help children find their questions, connect ideas, and understand the bigger picture of academic disciplines.

- **Address academic learning in everyday activities.**

In a world driven by information technology, we must rethink the nature of academic learning. What will be useful for children as they move into later schooling and adulthood? Children benefit from coaching...
that helps them understand why reading, math, and science knowledge might be useful to them. They need us to guide them in how to think through learning tasks, how to find information, and why seeking multiple perspectives is worthwhile.

Children deserve opportunities to learn more about academic disciplines. As we strive to protect childhood and developmentally appropriate practices, we should remember that children are eager to learn academic subjects when they are offered in ways that include active exploration and the opportunity to construct understandings. This approach enhances deeper learning as opposed to just a recitation of memorized facts. Teachers must take up the challenge of learning more about the thinking processes, skills, and content of different academic domains. Sometimes this occurs right alongside the children, even as we strive to keep a few steps ahead of their growing knowledge in particular areas. Whatever our choices for teaching academics, we should focus on the learning as well as the teaching process. When we offer any kind of lessons or planned learning activities, we must do so in meaningful ways using the context of children’s daily routines and play in your program.

“Schemas are more than structures for formulating and testing working theories about the world. Rather than being a ‘stage’ of development, schemas are about building structures of and for thinking. Schemas are the foundation of the connections in the brain that are used for thinking.”
Nikolien van Wijk (2008)

Investigate ‘schema theory’ to recognize ‘threads of thought’ in children’s play.

Thanks to the early educators of Aotearoa/New Zealand, I’ve been re-exposed to the value of understanding schema theory to better understand repeating patterns in children’s play and see these connections to their developing brains. Nikolien van Wijk (2008) has written a lovely book, Getting Started with Schemas, originally intended for parents working in playcentres, which I have found equally engaging for teachers in most early childhood centers. As teachers learn schema theory, they come to recognize the threads of thought in children’s play or art and can spot the theories they might be testing out and better provide for their inquiry. Wijk says:

“Schemas draw attention to patterns across children’s play that would not otherwise be obvious or seem linked in any way. Using schema learning theory as a framework, we can notice these patterns in our children’s play and make some sense of them. When we recognize schemas, it helps make...
When teachers focus on different academic learning domains, I suggest focusing more on mathematical and scientific thinking, rather than emphasizing content in such areas. This moves math and science beyond particular learning materials or a specific learning center into the realm of natural inquiry, exploration of cause and effect, sorting and classifying, and so forth. As with literacy learning, teachers can support scientific thinking and behaviors in children throughout the day. This happens first through the materials we provide for exploration and experimentation, then through the classroom culture and routines we create to encourage children to wonder and question. As children investigate and play, we can converse with them and communicate the vocabulary of scientific thinking, as well as possible science content areas.

When children are developing the skills of scientific inquiry, they are becoming good observers and questioners. We can help them add the scientific processes of collecting, comparing, and representing what they see and the data they gather. Learning to analyze, synthesize, and make predictions involves learning to see patterns and relationships. Talking with children throughout the day encourages their grasp of the skills and processes of inquiry. This is particularly useful with infants and toddlers who are preverbal.

To promote scientific thinking, help children learn to:

- Wonder and ask questions.
- Learn from their senses.
- Observe closely and notice details.
- Compare and sort by looking carefully.
- Count and measure to make comparisons.
- Experiment by trial and error, test predictions, and draw conclusions.
- Be persistent and keep trying again and again.
- Share their questions and ideas with others by describing, drawing, charting, demonstrating, and writing what they wonder and discover.
- Work together with others and have fun.

Wijk’s book is valuable, not only in offering an easy-to-understand overview of the history and components of schema theory, but it serves as a handy reference and study tool for center staff and parents with engaging stories and full-color photos that guide the reader in spotting schema in children’s actions and representations. Wijk writes, “When we use schemas to inform our conversations with children, we are enriching the intellectual content of our interactions with them and helping them to build their brains.”
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Preparing Children for a World We Cannot Yet See

Singer Tom Hunter (2008) wrote:

This world is changing so fast we can’t see what’s coming before it arrives.
To think passing tests will get our kids ready is a gamble we make with their lives.
How can we prepare our children for a world we cannot yet see?
I say we work hard so they can become as human as they can be.

Tom’s song reminds us how fast the world is changing, requiring us to figure out how to prepare our children for a world we cannot yet see. What a challenge for teachers! Tom’s solution is that we need to teach children to be as human as they can be. Children need adult guidance to help them build conceptual understandings, develop positive values, and grow into responsible citizens of the world. Our curriculum has to be crafted to help them not only think through problems and possible solutions, but also to strengthen their imaginations and emotional intelligence. Beyond intellectual engagement and academic learning, nothing short of developing a fierce passion to live with integrity and genuine respect for each other and the Earth will prepare our children for what they will face in the future.
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Questions that promote curiosity and inquiry

- What do you notice about this object? What are you discovering as you try using it?
- How are they the same? What do they have in common?
- How are they different? What distinguishes them from each other?
- What do you wonder about?
- What will happen if . . . ? Can you predict what might happen next?